FLY FISHING
Antiesen
The Antiesen has a lenghts of 30 km and is 17 km off the hotel. The 30 km long Antiesen
route begins just below the county line of Ried im Innkreis. Here, everyone finds a
suitable outing. The course of the Antiesen is interrupted over and over by small power
stations and millruns. Some anglers cannot appreciate this. I, however, find that they are
what make the Antiesen so attractive. Not only are the millraces that hold some great fish
worth a try. The residual water flows of the Antiesen also offer the finest fly fishing for the
salmon and carp species. Whoever fishes successfully here doesn’t need to fear difficult
situations elsewhere.
It doesn’t seem meaningful to me to highlight special areas since the conditions change
according to the time of year and flow of water. You as a newcomer will gain some good
insights and friendly advice from the close “long-time friends” of the Forstinger Route who
are staying at the house.
The Antiesen, as already mentioned, is a body of water with a mix of contents. European
chub, barbel, and sneep are represented in large numbers and offer great possibilities
and challenges, but most of the angler-guests (90%) concentrate on salmon species.
Brown- and rainbow trout make up a large portion of the population of salmon species.
And it is the brown trout that grow to large, powerful specimens. Thus in spring 2006 a
4.64 kg brown trout was caught. In order to catch such a fish you would have to be a buff
fly fisherman and have a lot of luck. The beautiful grayling that were still plentiful in the
90’s are at the moment fairly scarce, but the stock shows a tendency to be on the rise.
Whether these positive developments continue really depends on a solution to the
cormorant problem.
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